Books for developing a growth mindset in Foundation Stage,
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2.
Author

Title

ISBN

Information

Turbo- Racing
team

978-1-44491438-2

Ashley, Bernard

Cleversticks

978-0006638-551

Beaty, Andrea

Rosie Revere
Engineer

978-1419708459

Cole, Babette

Three Cheers
for Errol

Foltz Jones,
Charlotte

Mistakes that
worked

978-0749701970
(This book is
currently out
of print but
second hand
copies can be
purchased.)
978-0-38532043-6

The story of the
film of the snail
that aspired to be
the fastest snail in
the world.
A delightful story
that explores
learning how we can
learn to be
successful at
different things.
Fantastic book for
breaking down
stereotypes, as the
girl tries to be an
engineer. She has
a “fantastic first
try’ and learns to
persevere.
The story of a rat
that perseveres,
trains hard and
overcomes
adversity in sport.

Hood, Susan

Rooting for you

978-1423152309

This non-fiction
book explores
forty well-known
inventions and the
true story of how
they came to exist.
A tiny seed that is
afraid to come out
goes on a journey

Maier, Inger

When Lizzy was
afraid of trying
new things.

1-59147-1702

McCully Arnold,
Emily

Mirette on the
High Wire

978-0698114432

Moses, Brain

William
Worrydactyl

978-0-75028023-5

Moss, Marissa

Regina’s Big
Mistake

978-0-39570093-8

Deak, JoAnn

Your fantastic
elastic brain

978-09829938-0-4

Pett, Mark and

The girl who

978-1-4022-

Gordon, Mike

and grows as he
overcomes his
fears.
This book explores
worries and
encourages
children to try new
things. A great
book for younger
children.
An enchanting
picture book that
looks at challenging
oneself and trying
again.
This lovely book
explores how the
dinosaur worries
about everything.
It provides
strategies to
overcome worries
and is great for
young children.
A delightful story
that examines how
we feel when we
make mistakes.
This book
encourages
creativity and being
a unique learner.
A non-fiction book
that explains using
great illustrations,
in a child friendly
way, how the brain
works. Also
available as an app
for I-pad.
A really useful

Rubinstein, Gary

never made
mistakes

Raschka, Chris

Everyone can
learn to ride a
bicycle

Reynolds, Peter

Going Places

Reynolds, Peter

The dot

Reynolds, Peter

Ish

5544-1

story book for
exploring the other
aspect of having a
fixed mindset
where a child
perceives itself to
be clever and never
wants to make a
mistake.
978-0-375Fantastic story
87007-1
about the learning
journey of a child
trying to ride her
bike without
stabilisers. Great
for encouraging
children to be
persistent and try
again after making
a mistake. Lovely
illustrations.
978-1-44246- A great story
608-1
about being unique
and thinking
creatively. The
story encourages
children to not
compare
themselves to
others and be on
their own journey
978-1-84428- Story about a child
169-5
who believes she
can’t draw who has
a teacher that
encourages her to
start with a dot
and see what
happens.
978-1-84428- Ramon loves to
296-8
draw but is upset

Spinella, Eileen

Someday

978-0-80372941-4

Thomas, Pat

I can do it!

978-0-75027140-0

©Katherine Muncaster

when his brother
critises his
drawings. So he
stops drawing until
he is encouraged by
his sister to draw
something ish!
This delightful
story inspires
children to think
about what they
can do someday.
A great picture
book for younger
children to
encourage them to
persevere and learn
to do new things.

Available- www.everychildalearner.com

